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Information for teachers
Advice
The worksheets can be used singly or as part of a project. The introduction can be a whole-class or group discussion.
Perhaps you could present your pupils’ outcomes in an exhibition to which parents are invited, and take part in World
Kids Colouring Day. For more fundraising event ideas head to www.world-kids-colouring-day.com.au
Differentiation
The worksheets provide tasks with different levels of difficulty.
Differentiation is via dots in three colours:
professional		advanced

beginner

Symbols
The teamwork symbol indicates that the task needs to be worked on by a group of at least three children.
The symbol for the World Kids Colouring Day Activity Book indicates that there is more information on the task in the
World Kids Colouring Day Activity Book.
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Funny animals workshop

Name:

Which animal lives where?

Class:

Your tasks
1) Match the animal name to the correct picture
Read the animal names and join each one to the correct picture.
2) Then write name of each animal under the correct habitat where they live.
Think about where the animals live – on land, in the water or in the air. Write the names of animals that live in more
than one place (e.g. land and water) in all the right boxes.

• Jellyfish
• Goldfish
• Rabbit
• Bumblebee
• Cat
• Mouse
• Eagle
• Dog
• Butterfly
• Penguin

Land

4

Water

Air
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Funny animals workshop

Name:

Animal ABC

Class:
Your task

Complete the animal alphabet
Think of at least one animal beginning with each letter of the alphabet and write it in the correct box. If you can’t
think of an animal for every letter - just make up a funny animal name. Then pick an animal from your list, write it in
the space below and draw a picture of it.
Example:
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Funny animals workshop

Name:

Life in the pond

Class:

Your tasks
1) Cut out the pictures and glue each one on to its correct space in the pond
Below there is a picture of life in a pond. But there are some blank shapes. Cut out the pictures carefully and glue
them on to the correct space. When you’ve finished there shouldn’t be any blank shapes left.
2) Match the text to the right picture
Each picture has a number. Match each sentence to the right picture by putting the correct number in the little box.
The frog eggs are sheltered by the pond bank.

Great diving beetles are very good divers.

The water is full of tiny algae.
Dragonflies attach their larvae to water plants.
The fish is lurking on the bottom.

The mallard duck is looking for food in the pond.
The frog is sitting on a waterlily leaf.
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Funny animals workshop

Name:

In the wild

Class:
Your tasks

1) Name the animals and colour in the wildlife picture
There are eight animals in the wildlife picture. Write the name of each animal in the box closest to them. Colour in the
picture using your brightest colours.
2) Discover the secret and write down the solution
There’s a word hidden in the animal pictures. You can find it by writing in the box below the first letter of each of the
animals. Read the solution and then write the complete sentence along the line.

Crocodile

The

The

Tiger

Elephant Rhinoceros

Monkey

Parrot

Snake Giraffe

sits on a branch.

swims
in the
water.
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Funny animals workshop

Name:

Jungle picture in the style of Rousseau

Class:

Your tasks
1) Draw plant and animal patterns
There are some plant and animal patterns here. Use vivid colours to colour them in and then add in some of your own
animal and plant ideas. Let your imagination run free and just like the French painter, Henri Rousseau, you can move
between real and fantasy worlds.
2) Design a jungle world like Rousseau‘s
Cut out the plant and animal patterns and glue them singly on to black card. Even the way you glue them on to the
page can be creative, just like Rousseau’s work. Place some of the single pieces in such a way that they overlap.

 Cut out leaves and animals  Colour the pieces you have  Glue all the pieces in place to create a
cut out and invent some of
your own animals and plants

8

wonderful jungle picture
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Funny animals workshop

Name:

Create funny animals

Class:

Your tasks
1) Create a new animal using the body parts below
Cut out the head, body and legs of your choice and glue the three parts on to A4 card so that you create your own
unique animal.
2) Create your own animal and describe it
Make your your animal unique by colouring it in – maybe you could add horns, ears or a tail. Use your imagination.
Give your animal a name and then describe what it can do.

Name: Flutter-croc
Special talents: it can dive,
fly and jump like a kangaroo

 Cut out the different parts

 Glue them on to a sheet of
paper and colour them in

 Add the name of the

animal and what it can do

Head
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Legs
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Funny animals workshop

Name:

Numbers snake

Class:

Your tasks
1) Do the sums on the numbers snake
Mars is feeding the numbers snake with sums. Starting at the snake's head, complete each sum, writing your answer
in the empty spaces.
2) Match each butterfly to the correct flower
Do the sums on the butterfly wings, then draw a line to join each butterfly to their matching flower.

18

-2

=

+9

3x8

=

-10
2x9

=
24

+8

-2+5 =

=
+4

6x2

12

=
-9

3
9

12

=

+5

=

+12

=
-6
=

10

2+5 =

x2

4
12
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Funny animals workshop

Name:

Exact drawing

Class:
Your task

Copy the rabbit exactly
Copy the rabbit into the space below exactly as it is in the picture above. Use the grid of dots to help you. It’s good to
look for a starting point, for example the tips of his ears and then draw a straight line from point to point. Make sure
you join the dots exactly as they’ve been done in the example.
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Funny animals workshop

Name:

Group work on pets

Class:

Your task
Create a clear information sheet about a pet

Get into groups of up to three. Choose the pet you want to create an information sheet on. Collect the
information you need from various sources. The worksheet will help you sort out what information is
important, what you still need to find and how you can arrange the contents nicely.

Look for a picture in which the
animal is clearly recognisable.

The rabbit

Tip 1
For example, you’ll find useful
information to answer the
questions in books, animal
magazines or from the Internet.

Tip 2
Collect pictures! Photocopy them
from books, cut them out of your
animal magazines or print them
from Internet pages.

Tip 3
Label the pictures so that it is
clear which breed is shown in the
picture.
Tip 4
Your final tip could be a piece
of advice or simply your own
opinion.

You’ll need the title here!

What sort of person would this pet suit?
What does the animal eat and how often must you
feed it?
What care does it need?
What else does it need?
How big will the animal get?
What are the good and bad things about keeping this kind of pet?
(for example, think about holidays)
Are there different breeds?

Lionhead rabbit

Czech spot		

Dwarf angora

What should you know about this pet before getting one?
Our final tip:

Date & names

Don’t forget the date and names!
14
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Funny animals workshop

Name:

World Kids Colouring Day

Class:
Your tasks

1) Take part in World Kids Colouring Day by entering your best animal picture
Draw and colour your best animal picture either on the entry sheet or create your own! If everyone in your class has
drawn and coloured an animal picture you can take part in the competition as a class! You’ll find more information in
the Activity Book!
2) Design a wonderful aquarium with lots of fish
Create three or four fish according to the instructions on Page 6 of the World Kids Colouring Day Activity Book. Using
the fish you have made and this picture you can create a wonderful aquarium. Draw and colour in your own fish – for
example, the boxfish on Page 6 of the Activity Book.
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TAKE PART
You can take
part in World Kids Colouring Day as
part of a school/group or on your own! All you need to
do is register at www.world-kids-colouring-day.com.au, every
registration will receive a supporters pack

COLOUR
Draw, paint or colour in your best Funny Animal
artwork. Scan and email your finished artwork to
contact@world-kids-colouring-day.com.au or mail it to
STAEDTLER (Pacific) Pty Ltd, World Kids Colouring Day
Level 3, 18 Aquatic Drive,
Frenchs Forest, NSW 2086

S

ARD
W
E
R

Get your entry in before
May 31st 2016
to be in the running to win some great prizes!
The winning school/group will receive a $1000 cash grant as
well as a $500 STAEDTLER prize pack.
The winning individual entry will receive a
$200 STAEDTLER prize pack.
The terms & conditions of entry can be found at
www.world-kids-colouring-day.com.au

DON
ATE

Donations
can be direct deposited to:
Save The Children Fund
BSB: 062 000 A/C 1275 7357
Or by sending a bank cheque to:
Save the Children Fund, C/ - STAEDTLER (Pacific) Pty Ltd,
Level 3, 18 Aquatic Drive, Frenchs Forest, NSW, 2086
REMEMBER: every donation made will be matched
dollar for dollar by STAEDTLER!

STAEDTLER is one of the leading international manufacturers of writing, colouring and drawing instruments.
Founded in Nuremberg, Germany in 1835, the company’s international headquarters is still situated there today.
Globally, STAEDTLER employs over 2,200 staff in more than 150 countries. In Australia, STAEDTLER’s head office is
located in Frenchs Forest, Sydney.
STAEDTLER‘s philosophy of ‘a brand with tradition shaping its future’ describes both the origin and dedication of the
company. Quality, innovation, design and functionality characterise all STAEDTLER products. STAEDTLER has supported
many children‘s projects over the years and is proud to be the initiator for the ongoing World Kids Colouring Day on the
6th of May every year to help more children in need. More info at www.staedtler.com.au

Save the Children is one of Australia's largest aid and development agencies dedicated
to helping children. We work hard to protect children from harm and help them access
quality education and health services.
We have programs in 29 countries, including Australia, where we work in every state
and the Northern Territory.
Our work in Australia
More than 17% of Australian children fall below the poverty line with many children
struggling to reach their potential because they don't have access to education,
healthcare and protection services. Save the Children is improving the lives of the hardest
to reach and most marginalised children in Australia.
How we are helping
We provide transformational programs in education and child protection and focus on the locations and areas of
disadvantage where children and families are most vulnerable to poverty and social exclusion. We focus on Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander children and families and children from refugee, migrant and asylum seeker backgrounds.
In 2014, we delivered programs in more than 150 sites around Australia, reaching more than 34,000 Australian children and their
families to create positive, long-term change.
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